the Crees: up every coulee, all the way to the Rockies
Pershing abt Mose:
something of a scalawag
He ran a finger around the inside leather of his hat, wiping the sweat out. "Moose, after killing 'Crae? Monty?"
Warren Wilson is taking young Wes & Whit to see the Crees being driven north; encounters Mose & patrol chasing the Cree in the brush
show the move to the Two Medicine country through Angeline's pt of view
Mose shoots the Cree.

"You saw it, all you. Man died by his own hand."

--Mose to Pershing: "Another one, did himself in, sir." Look him in the eye, they could never tell.
Pershing a "Pointer" (West Point)

Mose Rathbun an old tusker; had been piling into the (Indian engagement of 1880's?) while he (Pershing) was still a plebe...
Monty's soldier father: "came near dying from chronic diarrhea"

(Palmer transcript, p. 1)